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SUBJECT: Final Title IX Regulation on. Sex Discrimination 
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When I presented and discussed various education issues in December, 
you indicated a desire for a meeting to discuss the final regulation 
for administration and enforcanent of Title IX of the Education 
Amendments of 1972 at the time I was ready to suhnit them fonna.lly to 
you for approval, as required by law. This merrorandurn surrmarizes 
the background of, and major issues in, the proposed final regulation. 
The final regulation and the preamble to the regulation are attached at 
Tab A. I request the meeting be scheduled as soon as it is convenient 
for you. 

&\CKGROUND 

The raw. With little legislative histo:ry, debate or, I'm afraid, 
thought al:x:>ut difficult problans of application, the Congress enacted 
a broad prohibition against sex discrimination in any education program 
or activity receiving Federal financial assistance with a few specific 
exceptions. The law is attached at Tab B. The sponsors saw Title IX 
as an enactment to close a statuto:ry loophole in Title VI of the Civil 
Rights Act which did not cover sex. Since that time and particularly 
since our proposed regulation ane:rged, Congress has discovered many 
of the spec1fic lirlplications of their handiv.urk. While there has been 
much rhetoric al:x:>ut what the Department should or should not do with 
its regulations, the Congress has with our urging passed only one 
amendment excluding social fraternities and sororities and certain youth 
groups such as the Girl and Boy Scouts. 

At the same time, however, sane applications of the law which I have 
felt we could not escape, given the plain meaning of the statute, will 
undoubtedly provoke further consideration of changes by the Congress. 

The regulation process. The Department published a proposed regulation 
on June 20, 1974. More than 9, 700 carments \'rere received frcxn 
institutions, associations, professionals, v.umen' s groups, students and 
parents. The carrnent period closed October 15, 197 4. The law requires 
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you to approve the final regulations. (In addition, the Education 
Amendments of 1974 (Section 509(a} (2} of P.L. 93-380) require regulations 
such as these to lie 45 days before the Congress during which time the 
Education .Arnendment;:.s · purport to authorize Congress to pass a coricur:rent 
resolution of disapproval. You asked the Atto:rney General for an opinion 
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on the constitutionality of this section in your signing statement which is 
still under study. Pending receipt of this opinion, we have deteJ::mined it 
is prudent to sul:mit all education regulations to Congress, under protest, 
for the 45-day period until the constitutional issue is definitely 
dete:r:m.ined. The Justice Department and Phil Areeda have concurred with this 
procedure.} The regulations ~uld be effective July 1, 1975, an inportant 
date to meet because it is the begi.nriing of a school year. 

MAJOR ISSUES 

The ccmnents received raised seven major issues. ~Tone of them cane as 
a surprise, since they were the rrost difficult issues we faced in fonrn.llating 
the proposed regulations. Each of these issues is smrroarized below and further 
amplified in the attached preamble (Tab A). Given the paucity of legislative 
specification and histm:y, several of my reccmnendations in the proposed 
regulation could be usefully buttressed with legislative curendm.ents to 
Title IX, consistent of course with the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments. 

1. Physical Education Classes and Sex Education 

The proposed regulation provided that no class, including those in 
physical education, be offered separately on the basis of sex, except that 
separation within any class (~, health, physical education) during sessions 
on sex education is pennitted. A majority of the corrments requested a 
modification of our position with regard to physical education, and reflected 
sane confusion over the sex education exception. 

The final regulation also allows separation by sex within physical education 
classes where students are engaging in contact sports. This approach will 
satisfy the majority of the concerns expressed in the cc:m1'e!1ts, is the 
preferable policy, and is legally supportable. In addition, the sex 
education exception was further defined to clarify that separate classes in 
that area would be pennissible, and that the Deparbnent was not requiring 
that sex education be taught at all. I am advised that additional separation 
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of the sexes in classes beyond that provided by the regulation could not be supported by the statute, as it now stands. 

The final regulation also allows for a three-year adjustment period where necess.ny to canply fully with the :requirerrent for nondiscr.iminato:z:y physical education classes. Wcroen' s groups probably will protest, and may test this delay in court. 

2. IX:>Irestic Scholarships and. Financial Assistance 

The proposed regulation prohibited institutions f:ran administering scholarships designated for members. of one sex. The financial aid section of the final :regulation has been m::xlified so as to allow nondiscriminato:z:y "pooling" of sex-restricted endowed scholarships. The majority of the ccmnents on this issue requested the allowance of nondiscriminato:z:y "pooling" of sex-restrictive scholarships because financial resources presently available from endowed scholarships ~uld be jeopardized. The concept of "pooling" ~uld require an institution to award financial aid on the basis of criteria other than sex. Once those students eligible for financial aid became identified, the financial aid office ~uld award the aid from both sex-restrictive and non sex-restrictive sources. If there were not sufficient non sex-restrictive sources to finance aid for members of a particular sex, the institution ~uld be requi:r:ed to obtain the funds f:ran other sources or award less funds from the sex-restrictive sources. 

3. Foreign Scholarships 

'Ihe proposed regulation excepts from the general prohibition against discrimination in the award of financial aid, foreign-endowed scholarships, such as the Rhodes, even though administe:r:ed by danestic colleges and universities. The ccmrents were alnost tman.iirous in opposition. My recarmendatian, hCMever, which has been followed in final regulation, is that domestic institutions should be allowed to assist in the administration of sex-restrictive scholarships which were created by foreign wills and trusts. The legislative histo:z:y is silent on this issue, and it seems to me wiser to presume that Congress intended to leave the regulation of foreign wills to the governments under whose 
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laws they were established. I cannot believe Congress intended to forbid colleges to administer the Rhodes scholarship just because the Rhodes' will in 1902 restricted the scholarship for men. HCMever, my conclusion will probably be tested in court, and I reccmnend we ask Congress to make it clear that foreign scholarships are exempt. 

4. Exerrption of Private Undergraduate Professional Schools 

Title JX specifies that only certain educational institutions are covered by Title JX with regard to admissions: "institutions of vocational education, professional education, graduate higher education, and public institutions of undergraduate higher education." Thus, the statute does not cover the admissions policies of private undergraduate institutions. Congress did not address the conflict bet:ween professional schools, 'Which are covered, and private undergraduate schools, which are exarrpt, that occurs in fields such as engineering, a:rchitecture, and education offered by private undergraduate schools. 
General debate on Title JX, however, indicated that Congress' primary goal in the legislation was to eliminate discrimination in areas which vvould affect an individual's career and errployrnent opportunities. '1lle legislative histo:ry on the question of exanpting the admissions policies 
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of private undergraduate schools indicates that Congress was also concerned that the private financial resources of such schools not be jeopax:dized and, therefore, that all private undergraduate institutions be exenpt. (Another set of regulations which we will issue shortly under amendments to the Public F..ealth Service Act mandate nondiscrimination in admissions in private undergraduate schools in health fields, such as nursing.) 
The proposed regulation defined "professional" institutions so as to include only those above the undergraduate level. I reccmrend leaving the final regulation as it was proposed. The Congress evidently had ~ concerns but did not specifically anticipate the situation which requires a choice to be made between them. The Executive, lacking guidance, can go either way. 

5. Pension Benefits 

The treatment of this issue is made canplex by the fact that there already exist within the government ~ agencies which are administering policies and regulations concerning the question of pension benefits. The Department of Labor's Office of Federal Contract Carpliance is responsible for the coordination of the enforcement of Executive Order ll246, and HEN has been delegated lfuri.ted authority for the enforcement of that Order with respect to educational institutions. In addition, the Equal Einployment Opportunity Comnission (EECC) is responsible for the enforcement of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 which also involves provision of pension benefits. 
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EEOC requires employers to provide employee :p=nsion benefits which pa.y out the sarre periodic benefits to rren and wanen regardless of whether the employer w:::>uld be required to contribute rrore to the fellSion plan for feroa.le employees because of the longer life expectancy of l'Onen. 
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O.FCC gives employers the option of providing equal contributions to pension plans for both men and w:men employees while allowing unequal periodic payments, or of providing equal periodic payments but permitting unequal contributions. However, the Department of Labor has published in the Federal Register a notice proposing to arrend the OFCC regulation to cortfonn with the EEOC approach in this respect. 

Our proposed regulation followed the Labor Departnent 1 s present {X>Sition on the issue of fringe benefits in order to maintain the status~ arrong programs administered by HEW and for the pw:pose of soliciting ccmnent. The preamble to our prop:>sed regulation discussed both the~ and the Labor Department alternatives, plus a third approach which w:Juld require roth equal contributions and equal periodic benefits by mandating the use of 1.misex actuarial tables. In their corrmnents, w::men 1 s groups and SCit'e institutions opfX>sed the position in our proposed regulation, while TIAA (the Teachers Insurance Armuity Association) and a large number of colleges favored it. 

The attached final regulation maintains the proposed approach, rumely, allowing employers the option of providing equal contributions or equal periodic benefits. Thus, the regulation confonns to the presentLabor Departnent position, but not with that of EECX;. Unfortunately, we cannot bring the EEX.X:! and Labor Departn'ent approaches into confonnity simply through our Title IX regulation. 

As you know, EEX.X:! is an indep3ndent agency and, therefore, is not directly under y6ur control. However, because of the potentially wide impact on employers arising out of this inconsistency in Federal regulations, I recorrrnerrl that you direct the Dc:lrrestic Council to convene HEW and Labor, in conjunction with EEX.X:!, to develop imnediately a single approach to this issue. Any necessary amendments to existing regulations could then be made. The attached preamble to the Title IX regulation anticipates such action on your part. 

6. Discrimination in Curricula 

This is the issue which many ~ 1 s groups consider to be the rrost imp::>rtant under Title IX. The proposed regulation did not cover discrimination in textbooks and other curricular materials on the ground that such coverage w:::>uld raise grave constitutional problems concerning the right of free speech 
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under the First Amendment, and \\IOuld result in a very undesirable intrusion 

by the Federal Government in the active operation of local public schools. 

Many of the comnents argued that HEW need not involve itself in the 

examination of textbooks themselves. These ccmrents proposed that HEW require 

school districts which mandate the use by teachers of certain approved 

teaching materials in elementary and secon.darY schools to include in internal 

approval procedures methods for ensuring that such materials as a whole do 

not reflect discrimination on the basis of sex. These c::amentors suggested 

that the criteria for dete:r.mining what is discriminatory should be left to 

local control. Alrrost all carments agreed that curricula at the higher 

education level be excluded from .c:overage. 

Although I recognize the seriousness of this problem at the elementary and 

secondary school level, it is my opinion that it should be resolved by 

local school authorities and that the Depart:m:mt should make technical 

assistance available, if requested. I do not believe that Title :rn: should 

be read as reaching this problem and, therefore, the final regulation 

explicitly provides that nothing in the regulation shall be interpreted as 

requiring or prohibiting or abridging in any way the use of particular 

textl:x:x:>ks or curricular materials by local schools. This will be an un

pop.llar result for many ~ 1 s groups. 

7. Athletics 

Although certainly not the rcost imp::>rtant educational subject under Title :rn:, 
this issue has raised the rcost public cont.J:oversy and involves sana of the rrost 

difficult policy and legal points. 

The proposed regulation required each institution to provide equal opportunity 

in its athletic program for rne:nbers of l::oth sexes. Institutions weJ:;"e allowed 

to offer teams separately 'Where membership is based on COII'Ifetitive skill. 

This preserves all-male football teams, etc. 

The Deparbnent received substantial ccmrent on this issue. These carments 

generally fell into three categories: those filed by w:>reen 1 s groups, such 

as the National Organization for V\t:Jrren (NCW) , those filed by w:>men 1 s 

athletic o:rganizations, such as the Association for Inter-collegiate Athletics 

for Wcrnen (AIAW) , and those filed by many colleges and by the men's athletic 

o:rganizations, such as the National Collegiate Athletic Association (N:AA) • 

NCM suggests that the "separate but equal" concept is inappropriate for 

any civil rights regulation and that o,t:en access should be :required for 

all athletic teams with one exception. Where v.x:>rren are effectively excluded 

fran open teams ('Where skill in the given sport is the criteria, it is still 
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conceded by all that open canpetition for a tackle football team would result 
in an all-male team) , separate teams should be provided for them an. the basis 
that the training and sports traditionally available to w::m:m have been 
limited and that provision of separate teams until such time as the training 
gap is closed v.;ould best fulfill the purposes of the Act. The AIAW suggests 
that separate men 1 s and wanen' s programs be allowed under all circumstances 
and that institutions be required to provide proportionate funding for each 
program. AIAW is opposed to what it calls the "ccmrercialism" of men's 
athletics and wants to be allCMed to use the rroney allocated for w:men to 
provide opportunities for rrore ~ instead of expending laxge sums for 
recruiting and scholarships. The NCAA· argues that athletics are not covered 
by Title IX because athletics receive no Federal financial assistance. 
They also argue that, if athletics are covered, revenue-pl:'Oducing sports 
should be exempted because they support all other sports and institutions 
cannot affo:rd to offer sports to wanen on the same scale as rren. 

The HEW General Counsel, as well as the Department of Justice's Office of 
Legal Connsel, advised rre that athletics are a part of the education program 
and activity of an institution, whether or not the athletics department 
itself received Federal funds, and athletics are, therefore, covered bX 
Title IX. An a:rne.rx::tirent to the Education Arrendrrents of 1974 was introduced 
by Senator John Tower on the floor of the Senate specifically exarpting 
fran Title IX revenue fran revenue-producing intercollegiate athletics. 

~
The "Tower Amendment" was deleted by the conference cx:mnittee and was, in 
effect, replaced by the so-called ~avits Amendment" (see Tab C) • The. 
~ language, which was enacted, requ1.res that :tmW1 s Tl.tle IX regulation 
contam reasonable provisions on intercollegiate athletics taking into 
account "the nature of the particular sport." Any legal doubt that athletics 
are covered has thus been resolved, although I Imlst say the Javits Amendment 
is not particularly helpful for any other pw:pose. Certainly, the Javits 
Amendment would not appear to provide a basis under the statute for exerrpting 
revenue-producing sports or their revenues from coverage. Therefore, if 
Congress wants to exempt athletics, they will have to do so by changing the 
law. 

I propose in the final regulation that the equal opportunity approach of 
the proposed regulation should remain because it provides flexibility while 
requiring that, where interest exists in having a wanen 1 s team, wanen 
be afforded access to that sport on the sarne terms as rren as to athletic 
facilities, travel alle\vcmce, and the like. 

The question of athletic scholarships, rrost, if not all, of v.Jhich are not 
based upon the financial need of the student, is not treated in the 
athletics section. Rather, it is treated in the section· on financial aid 
(see also itans 2 and 3 above). That section in the proposed regulation 
provides that separate financial assistance for members of each sex may be 
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provided as part of separate athletic teams to the extent that such a practice confo:r:ms to the portion of the athletics provision of the regulation allowing sex-restrictive teams. The financial assistance section of the final regulation continues the provision just mentioned but adds a further point: that a reasonable nmnber of athletic scholarships must be awarded to men and ~ in proportion to the number of men and VOten participating in interscholastic or intercollegiate athletics. 
'rhe final regulation follows the proposed regulation by providing that equal aggregate expenditures for men's and ~·s p:rograms is not required. However, to clarify sane confusion on :the issue, it states that failw:e to provide necesscu:y expenditures for female teams may be considered in assessing equality of opporttmity for nembers of each sex. The final regulation is also rrore s~cific, listing the sort of matters which will be taken into account in assessing whether an institution is providing equal opportunity. Finally, the final regulation provides for adjustm:mt periods for institutions to bring their athletics programs into carpliance s:irnilar to those provided with respect to physical education (see itan 1 above) • Accordingly, ele.rtentary schools nust carply as swiftly as possible but no later than one year after the effective date of the regulation, while secondary and post-seconda:ry schools ImlSt conply within three years of that date. You may want to consider asking Congress for specific authority to support phase-in periods granted by the regulation. 

a:rHER SIGNIFICANT PROVISICNS 

'rhere are other provisions in the final regulation which may be controversial or arouse public interest. 'rhese include the prohibition against separating, suspending, tenninating or otherwise treating differently pregnant students or teachers without their consent; prohibiting discrimination on the basis of sex in the application of dress and groaning codes; prohibiting institutions frcm assisting another party which discrllni.na.tes on the basis of sex, such as honor societies, professional sororities and fraternities (Congress exerrpted, at our urgent request, social fraternities and sororities from •ritle IX in §3 (a) of 93-568) ; requiring institutions to validate admission and hiring tests which have an adverse impact on rrerribers of one sex; and requiring student and eiTq;:)loyee health insurance and disability plans to include coverage for pregnancy, childbirth and termination of pregnancy. 
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CO~SICI-l 

Y.1hen we meet, I shall be glad to discuss the issues presented. by the 
regulation with you in detail. 

Secretary ~ 
cc: Vice President 

Attacl:ments 

~ A - Final Title IX Regulation and Preamble to Regulation 

~ B - Copy of Title IX Statute 

TAB C - Javits Amendment 

~ u ; ; ,_·, 
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SUMMARY OF PROVISIONS OF THE REGULATION 

It applies,with certain exceptions, to all aspects of education programs 
or activities carried on by Federally assisted school districts, institutions 
of higher learning, or others receiving Federal financial aid. Generally, 
it covers admissions, treatment of students, employment and procedures. 

Entirely exempt from coverage under Title IX are military institutions 
at both the secondary and higher education level, and religious schools to the 
extent that provisions of the regulations would be inconsistent with religious 
tenets. 

Also exempt are the membership practices of social fraternities and 
sororities at the postsecondary level, the Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, Camp 
Fire Girls, Y.W. C. A., Y. M. C. A., and certain voluntary youth services 
organizations. 

Admissions 

Provisions of the regulations dealing with admissions policies apply 
to vocational, professional, and graduate schools and to most institutions 
of public undergraduate education after June 24, 1973. 

The admissions provisions do not apply to preschool training, 
elementary schools, secondary schools (except vocational schools), private 
undergraduate education institutions and their undergraduate professional 
schools, or those public undergraduate education institutions that have 
traditionally and continuously been single sex. 

However, even institutions whose admissions are exempt from 
coverage must treat all students without discrimination once they have 
admitted members of both sexes. 

The provisions dealing with admissions also extend to recruitment 
policies and the administration of sex-biased tests. They prohibit such 
practices as separate ranking of applicants, sex-based quotas, and 
discrimination on the basis of marital status or on the basis of pregnancy. 
And, in addition, schools covered under the regulations that have dis
criminated on the basis of sex in the past must take remedial action to 
eliminate these practices. 
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Examples: 

A school may not give admissions tests that channel students 
into a certain course of study on the basis of sex. 

A graduate school may not require women to have a higher 
grade point average than men (althouth a private undergraduate school 
could do so). 

A nonprofessional school which in the past had deliberately 
limited the number of females in its entering classes to, for example, 
15 per cent, is required to abandon that limitation and may be required 
to launch special recruitment .efforts· to attract a greater number of 
female applicants. 

Treatment 

:a-2 

While the provisions covering admissions exempt certain kinds of 
institutions, all schools are required to treat students equally without 
regard to sex once they are admitted. This applies to recipient preschools, 
elementary and secondary schools, vocational schools, colleges, and 
universities at the undergraduate, graduate and professional levels, as 
well as other agencies, organizations and individuals receiving funds for 
education programs and activities. It covers access to and participation 
in courses, organizations and athletics, benefits, financial aid, and use 
of facilities. 

Examples: 

Classes may not be offered exclusively for men or exclusively 
for women. Men should be free to enroll in home economics classes if 
they wish and women should be free to sign up for shop and drafting. 

While requiring coeducational classes, the regulations do allow 
separation of students by sex within physical education classes during 
competition in wrestling, boxing, ice hockey, football, basketball, and 
other sports involving bodily contact. Schools otherwise must comply 
fully with the regulation and as soon as possible. In the case of elementary 
schools, they must be in full compliance no later than one year from the 
effect date of the regulations; in the case of secondary and postsecondary 
schools no later than three years. During the grace periods, while making 
necessary adjustments, any classes or activities which are separate must 
be comparable for members of each sex. 

Classes in sex education must be coeducational, but the law also 
allows separate sessions in sex education for boys and girls at the _elementary 
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and secordary school level during times when the materials deal 
exclusively with human sexuality. There is, of course, nothing in the 
law or the regulations requiring schools to conduct sex education classes. 
This is a matter for local determination. 

Men and women shall not be discriminated against on the basis 
of sex in counseling. Generally, a counselor may not use different 
materials in testing or guidance based on the student's sex unless this is 
essential in eliminating bias or unless the materials cover the same 
occupations and interest areas. Also, if a school finds that a class 
contains a disproportionate number of one sex, it must be sure that this 
has not occurred as a result of sex-biased counseling or materials. 

B-3 

Men and women are nondis.criminatorily eligible for benefits, 
services and financial aid. Where colleges administer scholarships 
designated exclusively for one sex or the other, the scholarship recipients 
should initially be chosen without regard to sex. Then when the time corpes 
to get the money, sex could be taken momentarily into consideration in 
selecting which trust the money would come from. Scholarships established 
under a foreign trust are exempt. 

Men and women are subject to the same rules of behavior and 
nondiscrimination in rules of appearance. Where dress codes exist, it is 
suggested that they be stated in general standards, such as neatness and 
appropriateness, rather than in sex-specific terms. 

.-· 
Single sex housing is permitted, but if there are curfews for/; 

women's dorms, they must be the same as for men's. Residents of th~\ 
dorms may determine their own hours, and, in that instance, hours mciy-' 
vary from one building to the next. The housing provision does not in any 
way hinder adoption of security measures to protect students. 

Athletics 

In the area of athletics, the goal is to secure equal opportunity for 
males and females, while allowing schools and colleges flexibility in 
determining the best way to provide this opportunity. Athletics include 
interscholastic, intercollegiate, club or intermural programs. 

Where selection is based on competitive skill or the activity involved 
is a contact sport, there may be separate teams provided for males and 
females or there may be a single team open to both sexes. However, the 
institution must determine whether the teams offered reflect the interests 
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and abilities of both sexes. If separate teams are offered, a recipient 
institution may not discriminate by sex in providing equipment or supplies 
or in any other way. This does not necessarily mean equal funding. 
Clearly, it is possible for equality of opportunity to be provided without 
exact equality of expenditure. But the entire school allocation of athletic 
scholarships and school athletic opportunity and encouragement programs 
would be viewed for comparability. 

B-4 

In determining whether equal opportunities are available, such factors 
as these will be considered: 

whether the sports selected reflect the interests and abilities 
of both sexes; 

provision of supplies and equipment; 
game and practice schedules; 
travel and per diem allowances; 

coaching and academic tutoring opportunities and the 
assignment and pay of the coaches and tutors; 
locker rooms, practice and competitive facilities; 
medical and training services; 

housing and dining facilities and services; and 
publicity. 

In the case of athletics, like physical education, elementary schools 
will have up to a year from the effective date of the regulations to comply 
and secondary and postsecondary schools will have up to three years. 

Examples: 

In contact sports or where competitive skills are a criterion for 
team membership, schools and colleges are free to provide either separate 
teams for men and women or single teams open to both sexes. It is 
required that separate teams have comparable supplies, equipment and 
access to facilities. 

Where men are afforded opportunities for athletic scholarships, 
the regulations require that women also be afforded these opportunities. 
However, the number of scholarships to be provided to each sex depends 
on such things as the number of players involved. Specifically, the 
regulation provides: 11 To the extent that a recipient awards athletic 
scholarships or grints -in-aid, it must provide reasonable opportunities 
for such awards for members of each sex in proportion to the .number of 
students of each sex participating in interscholastic or intercollegiate 
athletics. 11 
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Locker rooms, showers and other facilities provided for 
women have to be comparable to those provided for men. 

Campus Organizations 

Membership practices of social fraternities at postsecondary 
institutions are exempt from the regulations. Also exempt are the 
membership practices of the Y. W. C. A., Y. M. C. A., Girl Scouts, 
Boy Scouts, Camp Fire Girls and voluntary youth services organizations 
traditionally limited to one sex and principally for those under age 19. 
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However, it any of these organizations conduct educational programs 
which receive Federal funds; e. g., Head Start, those programs are subject 
to the provisions of Title IX. 

Textbooks 

Following the pattern set by the proposed regulations, one area that 
is specifically excluded from the final regulations is the is sue of discrimina
tion in textbooks and other curricula materials. The Department continues 
to recognize that sex stereotyping in curricula is a serious matter, but 
stands by its original conviction that any specific regulatory prohibition in 
this area raises grave constitutional questions under the First Amendment. 
The Department believes that local education agencies must deal with this_ 
problem in the exercise of their traditional authority and control over 
curriculum and course content. 

However, the Department will increase its efforts, through the Office 
of Education, to provide technical assistance to local education agencies 
interested in working to eliminate sex bias from educational materials. In 
addition, HEW representatives have already met with representatives of 
major publishing companies to alert them to the possible presence of sex 
stereotyping in their publications. Many acted on their own in the past, 
issuing guidelines to their staffs. Others are now taking corrective action. 
State boards of education and individual school districts are also to be 
encouraged to develop such materials whenever possible. 

Employment 

The regulations pertaining to employment cover all employees in all 
institutions, both full-time and part-time, except for those in military 
schools. In doing so, they go down a well-established path, since the 
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proVIsions closely follow the policies of the Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission and the Department of Labor's Office of Federal Contract 
Compliance. Specifically, they call for the application of Title IX's 
prohibition of discrimination to employment, recruitment policies, 
standards of compensation, promotion, tenure, job classification, 
fringe benefits, marital or parental status, advertisements of job 
openings, and pre-employment inquries. Exceptions may be made for 
a very narrow range of positions in which sex may be considered a bona 
fide occupational qualification -- locker room attendant, for example. 

Examples: 

A school or college must provide equal pay to male and female 
employees performing the same work in connection with the institution's 
educational program or activities. 

A school may not inquire about a job applicant's marital status 
or whether he or she is a parent. 

Pregnancy and disabilities related to pregnancy must be regarded 
as "temporary disabilities" for all job- related purposes. In general, 
personnel policies -- including those covering leaves of absence for child 
care --must be nondiscriminatory. 

Enforcement 

The enforcement effort will essentially consist of responding to 
selected complaints (or other information) lodged with DHEW' s Office for 
Civil Rights and making occasional spot checks. The enforcement pro
cedures are drafted in a manner which will permit the Department to annually 
establish enforcement priorities for Title IX rather than re·quiring prompt 
investigation of every complaint filed. This will enable the Department to 
take account of its overal civil rights enforcement obligations under other 
provisions of law by proving more flexibility in designing an effective 
enforcement program. In those cases where action will not be taken with 
respect to a specific complaint, the Department will be required to notify 
the complainant of this fact and of other agencies of Federal, State or local 
government to which he or she can turn. 

Where violations are determined to have occurred, the emphasis will 
be on seeking voluntary compliance. If attempts at voluntary compliance 
fail, enforcement action may be taken: 

1. by administrative proceedings to stop Federal financial 
assistance until the institution is in compliance; or 
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2. by other means authorized by law, including referral of 
the matter to the Department of Justice with a recommenda
tion that court proceedings be initiated. 

. .... 
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TITLE IX B-1 

SUMMARY OF PROVISIONS OF THE REGULATION 

It applies,with certain exceptions, to all aspects of education programs 
or activities carried on by Federally assisted school districts, institutions 
of higher learning, or others receiving Federal financial aid. Generally, 
it covers admissions, treatment of students, employment and procedures. 

Entirely exempt from coverage under Title IX are military institutions 
at both the secondary and higher education level, and religious schools to the 
extent that provisions of the regulations would be. inconsistent with religious 
tenets. 

Also exempt are the membership practices of social fraternities and 
SOforities at the postsecondary level, the Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, Camp 
F\~ Girls, Y.W. C.A., Y.M. C.A., and certain voluntary youth services 
ot;g~nizations. · · 

'..:.:: / 
·, ~ . -~- __ ,./ 

--- ... ~ .. , ~-~~---.,. Admissions 

Provisions of the regulations dealing with admissions policies apply 
to vocational, professional, and graduate schools and to most institutions 
of public undergraduate education after June 24, 1973. 

The admissions provisions do not apply to preschool training, 
elementary schools, secondary schools (except vocational schools), private 
undergraduate education institutions and their undergraduate professional 
schools, or those public undergraduate education institutions that have 
traditionally and continuously been single sex. 

However, even institutions whose admissions are exempt from 
coverage must treat all students without discrimination once they have 
admitted members of both sexes. 

The provisions dealing with admissions also extend to recruitment 
policies and the administration of sex-biased tests. They prohibit such 
practices as separate ranking of applicants, sex-based quotas, and 
discrimination on the basis of marital status or on the basis of pregnancy. 
And, in addition, schools covered under the regulations that have dis
criminated on the basis of sex in the past must take remedial action to 
eliminate these practices. 

·" 





POSITION OF WOMEN 1S GROUPS 

A coalition of women 1 s groups has communicated to you their opposition 
to several provisions of the final HEW regulation. Several of their 
objections have already been resolved. Others have been recommended 
for your consideration (e. g., eliminating the exemption for foreign 
scholarships and requiring institutional self-evaluation). The remaining 
objections include: 

Athletics 

Women
1
s groups take the position that the provisions of the regulation 

relating to athletics virtually assure continued discrimination against, 
and severely limit opportunities for, girls and women in athletic programs 
offered by institutions subject to Title IX. 
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These groups feel that the current regulation would permit schools to abolish, 
or refuse to offer, contact sport programs for girls and would permit schools 
to continue to offer athletic scholarships only for sports restricted to males. 

(Note: This position is drastically overstated, and the regulation 
has been modified to make it clear that the over- riding obligation 
of a school is to provide comparable athletic opportunity for men 
and women on the basis of interest.) 

Pension Benefits 

Actuarial tables used to determine disbursement of pension benefits are often 
based on sex. Women 1 s groups feel that utilization of sex-based actuarial 
tables discriminates against them, in violation of Title IX. They also feel 
that the regulation, which would allow employers to participate in plans 
which require either equal periodic benefits~ equal contributions, permits 
such discrimination. They have recommended that the regulation be 
modified to prohibit employers from participating in a pension plan which 
does not require equal contributions and equal periodic benefits.· 

(Note: The effect of this recommendation would be to place 
HEW at odds with both the Labor Department and EEOC on 
this issue.) 

Admissions to Private Undergraduate Professional Schools 

.-

The regulation currently excludes from coverage the professional portion 
of any private undergraduate institution of higher education. This means 

that non-public institutions of higher education training people for careers 



in such fields as business, architecture, teaching and engineering can 
continue to discriminate in the admissions process on the basis of sex. 
The women's groups feel that this is precisely what the Congress 
intended to proscribe in including "professional schools" under Title IX. 
Therefore, they recommend that this exemption be deleted. 

Textbooks 

C-2 

The women's groups point out that pervasive sex bias in textbooks is one 
of the most widespread and damaging forms of discrimination in education. 
They are extremely concerned that the regulation provides no form of 
coverage for sex bias for elementary and secondary textbooks. They 
recommend that the regulation be mo_dified to require local school 
districts to establish a procedure for reviewing textbooks and other 
course materials to ensure that they are free from sex bias. 
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NCAA POSITION 

The NCAA, et al, believe that intercollegiate sports do not fall within 
the purview of Title IX since they are not ''a ... program of activity 
receiving Federal financial assistance." They, therefore, urge that 
the Title IX regulation be modified so as to exempt sports from 
coverage thereunder. 

(Note: HEW, the Department of Justice and the Counsel to 
the President are agreed that inter~ollegiate sports, as a 
subject matter, are covered by Title IX. As to the validity 
of the NCAA position regarding a particular sport program, 
the :regulation leaves the question of applicability to case-by
case determination.) 

Short of a total exemption for sports, the NCAA recommends that the 
regulation be modified so as to: ( 1) exempt the revenue produced by 
intercollegiate activities from coverage; and (2) eliminate the require
ment that scholarships be made available to men and women on a 
proportional basis. Without these changes, the NCAA argues, the 
regulation will ultimately destroy intercollegiate sports and thereby 
eliminate the principal source of funds for all athletic programs. 

To illustrate: Assume it costs a school $500, 000 a year to field a football 
team and that that team generates $750, 000 in revenue. The first 
$500, 000 of that $750, 000 is plowed back into the football team and the 
remainder is used to fund the rest of the school's athletic activities. If, 
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on the other hand, a school is required to divide the money equally (or 
approximately equally) between men's and women's sports, the school 
will have to cut back on the football program. This will result in smaller 
gates, which will result in less revenue to split between men's and women's 
sports, and so on, until the whole thing grinds to a halt. 

(Note: There is some merit to the NCAA argument. While the 
regulation does not require equal expenditures for men's and 
women's sports, it will require most schools to spend more for 
women's sports than they are spending now. The problem is 
that the concept of equal opportunity in sports may be inconsistent 
with the current economics of intercollegiate sports.) 
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THE SECRETARY OF HEALTH. EDUCATION, AND WELFARE 

WASHINGTON. D. C-20201 

April 21, 1975 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

SUBJECT: Revision of Title IX Regulation and Need to Develop 
Consolidated Procedural Regulation for Departmental 
Civil Rights Activities · 

E-1 

The articulation of a reasonable and responsible enforcement 
role for the Department with regard to individuals alleging 
violations of civil rights requirements within our jurisdiction 
has become urgent in light of recent events. The Supplemental 
Order in Adams v. Weinberger issued recently by the United 
States District Court for the District of Columbia declared 
that HEW "has a duty to commence prompt enforcement activity 
upon all complaints or other information of racial discrimina
tion in violation of Title VI •••• " The Court established a 
schedule by which HEW is required to act in resolving complaints 
or taking appropriate enforcement action. In effect, this 
court order required HEW to become complaint-oriented with 
regard to its enforcement activities under Title VI. The 
order, unless reversed on appeal, will necessitate rapid action 
on existing complaints and expeditious processing of future 
complaints involving elementary and secondary education in 
the 17 southern and border states specifically referred to in 
the order. 

In addition to the Supplemental Order in Adams, this Department, 
together with the Department of Labor, has been sued by the 
Women's Equity Action League {WEAL) and others which have 
charged HEW, among other things, with failure to investigate 
and- resolve several hundred individual complaints of employment 
discrimination in violation of Executive Order 11246 and 
Title IX. My approach since I came to the Department has been 
to try to secure willing compliance with the law even if that 
took a little longer. ·However, unless the Department is able 
to establish that it is taking the necessary action concerning 
these complaints presently on hand, the WEAL case is likely to 
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result in a court order requiring that action be initiated 
and completed within specified and relatively short time frames. 
This would require a much more coercive approach and more 
frequent withholding of federal funds that I wish to do. 

Under a memorandum agreement between the Department of Labor 
and Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) , most 
individual employment discrimination complaints under the 
Executive Order filed with HEtv have, since M-arch 1972, been 
referred to the EEOC. This practice is not consistent with 
published regulations under E.O. 11246 or with published 
procedures in the Department's General Administration Manual. 
The EEOC has a current employment discrimination backlog of 
over 100,000 cases. · 

Present Policy and Procedures 

Currently, the Title VI regulation (published by HEW and other 
Departments) provides for. the filing of complaints and states 
that HEW "will make a prompt investigation whenever a ••• complaint 
••• indicates a possible" violation of the regulation. The final 
Title IX regulation, which we have submitted to you, contains 
similar language, and the Preamble encourages the filing of 
complaints. These regulations provide complainants with a 
status almost equal to that of a party in negotiations between 
the Department and a recipient of federal financial assistance, 
or in an administrative proceeding aimed at termination of that 
assistance. · 

Although both the Title VI and Title IX regulations provide 
for Departmental action on individual complaints, neither 
statute specifically requires us to take such action. Executive 
Order 11246, on the other hand, specifically states that "[T]he 
Secretary of Labor may receive and investigate or cause to be 
investigated complaints by employees or prospective employees 
of a Government contractor or subcontractor •••. " The Executive 
Order regulations issued by the Department of Labor (as well 
as the implementing HEW procedural regulation) explicitly 
require HEW action on individual complaints within specified 
time frames. 
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Although these civil rights regulations appear to place the 
Department in a role in which we effectively guarantee individ
ual complainants prompt action toward investigating and resolving 
the violations which they allege, we do not, and have not, in · 
fact, operated in such a manner with respect to complaints. 
Department enforcement priorities are set annually in terms of 
general enforcement objectives, information on hand is reviewed 
(reports, complaints, etc.), and then a schedule of proposed 
reviews is set. An individual complaint is nearly always 
acknowledged within a year of our receipt of a complaint, and 
some effort is made to review its merits. In the course of 
conducting routine compliance reviews as well as in making 
specific complaint investigations, the Department is able to 
act on many, if not most, of the individual complaints received 
within a year or two of its receiving them. 

The inaccuracy of the representation of the HEW role ~n its 
regulations lies in their apparent guarantee of "prompt" 
action, which we do not in fact afford. It is critically 
important that HEW regulations fully and fairly inform the 
public on how we intend to operate with respect to remedying 
individual complaints. The courts will hold us to whatever we 
publish. 

Recommended Action 

I believe strongly that if the regulations are not changed in 
this respect, the Department will become increasingly swamped 
by complaints which it will be unable to handle and will soon 
be unable to meet its overall responsibilities in protecting 
civil rights. I think that the best plan is to remove the 
present procedural section {Subpart F) from the final Title IX 
regulation which I have submitted to you and substitute short
form procedures which will govern during an interim period. 
Then, concurrent with the publication of the Title IX regulation, 
I believe that we should publish a proposed consolidated HEW 
civil rights procedural regulation which will meet the needs 
of the various statutes to which it will apply, as well as to 
Executive Order 11246. 
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While this approach raises difficult problems of coordination, 
I believe that we must make clear to the public that the 
Executive is not abdicating its responsibilities, or applying 
uneven efforts, to eliminate discrimination based on sex as 
compared to race or other factors. The Attorney General under 
delegated authority must approve changes in the HIDv Title VI 
regulation, the procedural part of which would be included in 
our proposed consolidated regulation. Because Department of 
Labor regulations control the activities of HEW and other 
agencies under the Executive Order, the Secretary of Labor 
would have to change present DOL regulations, or exempt HEW 
from those aspects which deal with individual complaints, in 
order for the proposed consolidated HEW regulation to be 
effective across the board. {As you know, complaints of 
sex discrimination in employment in higher education institu
tions can be filed under Title IX, the Executive Order, or 
both. A change in the procedural regulation under the former, 
but not the latter, would have a significant effect because 
of the greater scope of Title IX, but would continue some of 
the present confusion as to this Department's primary enforce
ment role.) 

I will discuss this matter with the Attorney General and the 
Secretary of Labor in the near future. I understand that both 
will be asked to submit comments to you on the major substantive 
issues of Title IX as well as the procedural matters raised in 
this memorandum. I hope they will agree that the consolidated 
procedural regulation (covering Title VI, Title IX, and the 
Executive Order) be published in proposed form for public 
comment at the same time as the final Title IX regulation. 

If you do not believe that my suggested course of action is 
advisable at this time with respect to the Executive Order 
after receiving recommendation from others, but have no objection 
with respect to Title VI, I would still recommend publication 
of a consolidated procedural regulation in proposed form for 
public comment contemporaneously with the final Title IX 
substantive regulation, making clear, of course, that the 
provisions would not be applicable to E.O. 11246. In that 
event, I would hope that Secretary Dunlop and I would continue 
discussions on the Executive Order program, including an effort 
to achieve agreement on a mutually satisfactory procedural 
regulation which we could recommend to you, and that the 
preamble to the proposed consolidated procedural regulation in 
the Federal Register would indicate that those discussions 
were taking place. 
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Less Desirable Alternatives 

If neither of the above alternatives is agreeable to you, you 
may wish to consider other courses of action. Although I have 
no recommendation at this time, the options which have been 
presented for my consideration include: 

(1) Publish the Title IX regulation as it was previously 
submitted to you (including the procedural provisions); or 

(2) Amend the Title IX regulation as it was previously sub
mitted to you to make its.procedural provision reflect accurately 
existing Departmental procedures for civil rights enforcement. 

Under either option, the Preamble could state that changes in 
the Department's regulations implementing Title VI and·E.O. 11246 
will be made, subject to final recommendations of the Attorney 
General and the Secretary of Labor or that such changes are 
being discussed with them, depending on your decision. 

If we were to amend the Title IX regulation alone at this time 
and were only able to indicate that similar changes were being 
discussed with the Attorney General and the Secretary of Labor, 
this would be viewed by many as weakening our commitment to 
eliminate sex discrimination. · 

Factors to be Considered 

In considering my recommendation, and other options, the 
following factors should be considered: 

(1) Public Perception and Need to Coordinate. We must avoid 
the impression that the Department is pulling back on enforcement 
of the civil rights laws in general, and Title IX in particular. 
(As you may know, the Title· IX package which I previously 
transmitted to you has been leaked to and printed in its 
entirety in a major educational journal.) Because of the 
overlap in enforcement responsibilities among various Depart
ments and duplication in coverage among different programs, 
HEW cannot act alone. · · · 
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(2) Court Cases. The Adams and WEAL cases require urgent 
action. If we just let things alone and fail to change our 
regulations (an option which I have not suggested for 
consideration) and are unable to resolve individual complaints 
promptly, which is the situation now, the district courts will 
be setting the Department's priorities and forcing budget 
decisions. Also, a much more rigid, inflexible enforcement 
will be required, and the Administration will be blamed by 
much of the public for many unpopular decisions. 

(3) Increased Backlog of Complaints. With the issuance of 
the Title IX regulations, as well as sex discrimination 
regulations under the Public Health Service Act, regulations 
concerning discrimination against the handicapped, and other 
regulations which the Department will shortly publish, HEW 
would expect a significant increase in the number of individual 
complaints unless the procedural regulation for each is changed. 

(4) Availability of Federal Administrative Remedy. If the 
complaint procedures are substantively changed across the board 
as I have recommended so as to eliminate mandatory treatment 
of complaints by HEW, the only recourse available at the 
Federal level for redress of employment discrimination 
complaints will be the EEOC. The EEOC's jurisdiction does 
not extend to students' rights or employment at the elementary 
and secondary level, both of which are covered by Title IX. 
Accordingly, redress of individual complaints would have to 
be sought through the courts or, in some states, through state 
human" rights commissions. . 

Grievance Procedure 

A final aspect of the pending Title IX regulation should be 
noted for your information. The regulation as previously 
submitted includes a provision which requires recipients to 
establish grievance procedures: 

A recipient shall adopt and publish grievance 
procedures providing for prompt and equitable 
resolution of student and employee complaints 
alleging any action which would be prohibited 
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py this Part. The Office for Civil Rights 
may defer action on complaints submitted 
pursuant to Section 86.72(b) of the Part in 
cases where the complainant has not utilized 

. grievance procedures established by a recipient. 
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Under the proposed procedural change which I have suggested in 
this memorandum, the second sentence of this section would be 
eliminated in Title IX. The basic requirement that recipients 
establish grievance procedures would remain, and HEW would 
consider the existence of grievance machinery in a compliance 
review under Title IX. I believe that it is desirable national 
policy to have in place at the local level the mechanisms for 
the resolution of complaints without precluding individuals 
from exercising their right to bring complaints to the 
attention of the Federal Government. The Title IX regulation 
would not attempt to define the type or nature of grievance 
procedures that must be established by recipients, leaving 
that decision for the time being to the discretion of the 
recipient. · 

There is no 
Title VI or 

such grievance machinery requirement in the current 
Executive Order reg~tio.p s. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON / 

May 7, 1975 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Dick Parsons is now working 
incorporating comments from 
as from people around here. 
for the President by the end 
schedule a meeting with Dick 
review this issue next week. 

cc: Dick Parsons 
Dick Dunham 

/ 

\ / v 
JIM CANNON 

JIM CAVANAUG~ 
Title 9, Regulations Prohibiting 
Sex Discrimination 

on the memo on this issue 
the various agencies as well 

The issue should be ready 
of next week. We should 
Dunham and Dick Parsons to 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

May 8, 1975 

rtiliMOR.Z'I.NDUN FOR DICK PP..RSONS 

FROM : JIM CAVANAUG~ 

Per our conversation this afternoon, the attached 
is forwarded for your action. 

Thanks. 

Attachment 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

r~ay l, 1975 

ME~lORANDUM FOR: JIM CANNON (§) 
VIA: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

. ,~ 

BILL BAROOD' · 

PAT LINDH (J~ 

Comments on Title IX Regulations per 
April 25th t~emorandum 

First, I would like to compliment the Domestic Council on their analysis 
of the various issues presented for discussion. In this memorandum I 
will respond to the options presented and will present some other issues 
that have been brought to my attention. 

ISSUE A: PHYSICAL EDUCATION CLASSES -, 

Option A: Separation of Classes 

Option A-1: If this option is adopted I would suggest 
changing the wording to read: 11 Grouping permitted 
by competitive skill and physical ability. 11 

Option A-2: The problem I have with this option is the 
definition of contact sports. As defined in the regula
tion basketball is included as a contact sport. Since 
basketball is a sport of great importance to women I 
would like to see basketball eliminated from the defini
tion of contact sport. My suggestion would be to define 
contact sports as ones which involve physical contact 
as a part of the sport activity. In basketball physical 
contact is considered a foul and thus not a sanctioned 
part of the sport. 

Also in Option A-2, the mention of sex education classes 
should be a separate issue and not necessarily a 
physical education class. I believe the exemption to 
be quite appropriate in view of the many comments on 
this. 

I recommend Option A-1 with the suggested change and the 
exemption of sex education classes devoted to human sexuality. 
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Option 8: Time Period 

I would recommend Option B-1 with the addition or sub
stitution of the wording in Option #3 under the Athletics 
Issue 0, which is: .. Requires compliance as expeditiously 
as possible, but provides up to 1 year adjustment period 
for kindergarten through sixth grade, and up to 3 years 
for secondary and postsecondary. 11 I, however~ have a 
reservation for the three year time period. If this could 
be shortened to at least 2 years, unless there are budget 
problems for the districts, I would prefer that. 

ISSUE B: DOMESTIC SCHOLARSHIPS AND FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE 

I recommend Option #2, the pooling approach. 

ISSUE C: FOREIGN SCHOLARSHIPS 

I would recommend Option #2 as it appears to fall within the 
purview of the law. However, if there is some question on 
the legality, perhaps the suggestion of a legislative amend
ment should be pursued. 

ISSUE 0: PRIVATE UNDERGRADUATE PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS 

To be consistent with HEW policy, specifically the Public 
Health Service Act, I recommend Option #2 be adopted with 
the assumption that professional schools would be defined 
in accordance with the Office of Education's accreditation 
policies. Thus schools such as engineering, architecture, 
education, etc., would be included in the list while schools· 
of liberal arts and sciences at private undergraduate schools 
would continue to be exempt. 

ISSUE E: PENSION BENEFITS 

I prefer Option #3 as the optimum, however, I too agree that 
the Executive Branch should have only one policy. With this· 
in mind and because of the problem of undermining the regula
tion by issuing a position at the same time a meeting is 
called to revise it, I recommend Option #4 .. 

ISSUE F: EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS AND CURRICULA 

I would recommend a combination of the various options and 
other ideas suggested in previous HEW draft regulations. 
My recommendation would read, 11 Expl icitly cover all types 
of sex discrimination, including stereotyping (Option #4) 
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by requiring state and local elementary and secondary 
school authorities to establish procedures for the review 
of textbooks, other teaching materials, and curricula, to 
ensure they are free of discrimination based on sex {part 
of Option #5) _., 

ISSUE G: ATHLETICS 

Option A: Separate Teams 

Option A-1: Again I have trouble with the contact sports 
definition as I expressed under Issue A. Further, tht~ 
stipulation requires that if an educational institutiorr 
has only one team, then members of both sexes must be 
allowed to try out for it, excluding contact sports. 
Thus there is no provision at all for remedial action 
which would provide an opportunity for participation 
in this sport by the group which had been discriminatea= 
against in the past if they demonstrated sufficient 
interest. 

My first choice under this section would be Option #3 
with the additional provision that remedial action must 
be taken by institutions where one sex is effectively 
sidelined and that the action be specified as listed 
in the June HEW proposed regulation (Section 86.38 (e)). 

Secondly, I would recorrmend Option A-1 with the suggested 
change in definition of contact sports and the same · 
stipulation mentioned above regarding remedial action. 

Option B: Expenditures 

I recommend Option B-2 with the statement specifying what 
will be included in the compliance review which incorpora~~-------~-
the statement on page 99 of the Regulation stating: 
11 Unequal aggregate expenditures for members of each sex 
or unequal expenditures for male and female teams, if a 
recipient operates or sponsors separate teams will not 
constitute noncompliance with this section, but the 
Director may consider the failure to provide necessary 
funds for teams for one sex in assessing equality of 
opportunity for members of each sex. 11 
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Option C: Revenue from Revenue-Producing Sports 

I recommend Option #1 since this is the only legally 
viable option. 

Option 0: Adjustment Period 

I would recommend Option #3 and again I would like to 
raise the question about the 3 year time limit for 
secondary schools and postsecondary institutions as 
I outlined In Issue A, Option B. 

Option E: Athletic Scholarships 

I would recommend Option #3 since the point of the 
Regulation and the law is to provide equal opportunity. 
I would anticipate that the definition of "reasonable'~ 
would imply equality of opportunity. 

ISSUE H: ENFORCEMENT PROCEDURES 

I would recommend Option #1 as presented since this is the 
issue that has created the most controversy since the HEW 
Regulation was sent to the White House. 

The issues that women's organizations have raised that are not included 
in the above analysis include the following: l) requirement of a self
analysis by the recipient, 2) remedial action particularly in the athletic 
area, and 3) a student interest poll for athletics. I would propose 
that these issues be addressed in the following way: require a self
analysis thus accelerating the lengthy enforcement process and as a 
part of this self-analysis remedial action and a polling of students 
could be included. 

From my contact with the women's organizations the two issues of most 
concern are the addition of contact sports and the grievance procedures 
which had not appeared in the June draft. Because of the controversy 
regarding these (as well as the problems inherent in the pension issue}, 
a 30 day comment period on all of these issues might be advisable. 

It might be advantageous for the President if meetings could be scheduled 
with the Domestic Council, other members of the President's staff or 
HEW, to discuss Title IX issues that have just surfaced in order to 
inform and, hopefully, gain the support of the constituencies involved. 
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MEMORANDUM FOR 
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Mr. James M. Caun~n~o~n~ff(rei~~-------Assistant th~ ent 
for D 1c Affairs 

Subject 

In response ~ 3~ memorandum to the Attorney 
General of April 25, 1975, the following represents 
our comments on the issues presented. 

Tab A - Physical Education Classes 

Since either option A-1 or A-2 is legally supportable, 
we have no firm opinion on which is preferable. We 
note that option A-2 permits separation by sex for 
contact sports, but because this area deals with 
physical education classes, including lower elementary 
grades, we wonder whether contact sports are signi
ficant at these ages. In any event, empirical 
evidence and comments from affected parties and 
groups appear to us to be the more appropriate 
basis for measuring what exemption, if any, is 
appropriate in this area. 

As we read the law and understand the existence of 
potential transition problems in elementary and 
high -schools, there should be no adjustment period 
except in those cases where an institution can 
demonstrate that it is needed, in which case there 
should be no failure to grant it. Our preference 
is for B-3 because, as it presently reads, it would 
apply the law immediately but allow HEW to permit 
appropriate transition periods if and as they are 
needed • 

...--
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A further word may be in order. We are told that 
option B-1 achieves the same objective as B-3, 
except that it sets absolute outside limits for 
those institutions needing transition periods. 
If that is the case, there appears to be no 
functional difference between B-1 and B-3. If 
the one and three year transition periods indicated 
in option B-1 are understood by grantees to be 
targets rather than barriers, however, unnecessary 
delay and litigation is likely to ensue. We therefore 
favor B-3. 

Tab B - Domestic Scholarships and Financial Assistance 

While both options are legally supportable, we favor 
option 2, pooling of sex-restricted financial aid, 
as provided for in the final regulation. 

Tab C - Foreign Scholarships 

The final regulation allows U.S. schools to assist 
in the administration of sex-restricted scholarships 
set-up under foreign wills or trust (e.g., Rhodes). 
No support forthis position appears to us in the 
statute or its legislative history. We therefore 
find this exception ill-advised for the reasons~t 
forth on pages C-1 and C-2 of Mr. Cannon's options 
memo. We favor option 2, which would prohibit 
covered schools from administering such aid, and 
make reference to the discussion in the Roosevelt 
room of May 2, 1975, which developed a tentative 
position allowing Rhodes Scholarships to be 
administered consistent with Title IX. If this 
tentative position is deemed feasible and consistent 
with Title IX _upon further examination, we would 
favor it. 

~ ., 
/~ .· 
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Tab D - Private Undergraduate Professional Schools 

Conflicting concepts in Title IX itself apparently 
allow HEW to go "either way" on these options consistent 
with the Act. If we are limited to the choices set 
forth in the existing options memorandum, we favor 
option 2. Both the principles of statutory construction 
and the courts' near universal broad construction of 
civil rights laws argue against HEW's present position. 
Pages D-1 and D-2 of Mr. Cannon's attachment set forth 
legal and practical bases for option 2, and argue 
persuasively against HEW's present position. Because 
access to education programs, including professional 
programs, is the thrust of Title IX, we believe the 
issue to be one of the more fundamental ones presented. 

Given the statutory conflict between exemption of 
private institutions on the one hand, and access to 
professional programs regardless of sex on the 
other, we approve of the discussion which took 
place in the Roosevelt room on May 2. At that time 
it was tentatively decided that the regulations 
could require nondiscriminatory access to under
graduate professional programs in private under
graduate schools which were already coeducational, 
and permit an exception to this rule in those private 
undergraduate schools which were still single-sex. 
We noted at the time that such a resolution would 
accommodate both interests sought to be served by 
the Congress. 

Tab E - Pension Benefits 

We favor option 4 which calls for postponing resolution 
until a single approach which can be worked out by 
HEW, EEOC, and the Department of Labor. Of primary 
importance to all affected here is the need for unity 
and consistency among the different government agencies 
having concurrent jurisdiction. 

I 
( 
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If option number 4 would better serve to prompt 
the agencies to work together,we favor. If 
additional policy reasons dictate an interfm 
position pending the development of a unified 
approach, we have no objection to option number 1 
on that basis. 

Tab F - Educational Materials and Curricula 

We agree with HEW determination in the final 
regulation to exclude, on the basis of the First 
Amendment, any regulation of discrimination in 
text and curriculum materials (option 3 - page F-4). 

Tab G - Athletic Teams 

This section of Mr. Cannon's memorandum assumes, and 
we agree, that athletics in general are sufficiently 
related to federally assisted education programs 
to be dealt with by regulation. (This does not 
mean, however, that under some circumstances an 
athletic program might be shown to be so unrelated 
to federally supported programs as to be unreachable 
by Title IX, see Taylor v. Finch, but we think such 
situations, if they arise, should be treated on a 
case-by-case basis.) 

Issue A (sex-restricted teams) 

We prefer option 1 (with a qua~ication that the 
modifications suggested by the Cannon options memo, 
option 2, page G-5, may be fairer if clarifying 
language is added). 

Issue B (equal expenditures) 

We favor option 2 (page G-7). 
I 
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Issue C (exemption of revenue-producing sports) 

We favor option 1 (page G-9). 

Issue D (adjustment period) 

We favor option 3 (page G-12). 

Issue E (athletic scholarships) 

We favor option 2 (page G-15). 

Notwithstanding the above, querie whether it is 
necessary for HEW to set forth regulations in the 
detail presente~, rather than promulgating more 
general standards of reasonableness and fairness 
accompanied by a list of the specific areas that 
HEW will consider in measuring equal treatment. It 
might be provided, for instance, that certain kinds 
of athletic activities require equal treatment 
without exception (e.g., travel and per diem; 
adequacy of equipment, facilities, and publicity; 
comparable scheduling of games and availability of 
practice time; etc.) While recognizing the impossi
bility of anticipating all the problems and factual 
situations which may arise in this area. 

Tab H - Enforcement Procedures 

Procedural regulations have been omitted from the 
options paper at present. HEW yesterday proposed 
new regulations on this subject, a~ the Justice 
Department is currently examinin£/.fhem. 

' j - ~ u t: 
cc: Attorney General 

J~Stanley Pottinger 
Ass~stant Attorney General 

Civil Rights Division 

Deputy Attorney General 
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THE \\.H IT£ HOUSE 

1\" .·\ S H{~ GTON 

June 2 3, l 9 7 5 

MEMORA.l\JDUM F O R : 

FROM : 

JIM 

JIM 

CANNON 

CONNOR~~ 
,?/ 

The Presiden t wishe s a comp l e t e r e po rt fr om Secretaries 
Weinber g er and DlL.'"llop on the a ttached materials by 
Wednesd ay June 25th. 

The report s hould be prepared in writing by noon and 
b o th you and the Secretaries should be ready t o discuss 
it i.."'l : th.e : Cabinetmeeting scheduled for 2:00p.m. on 
Wednesday. 

.. 
Encl. 

.. 

.r;:'iOf'/l 

It:" 
I ' ... ,.-. 

,~ 
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THE \\· l-UTE l ! OL SE 

WA S!!!.' G T 0 :-.1 

June 21, 1975 .. 
ME1v10 RANDUM F O R : JIM CO NNO R 

F R__O M : DICK CHENEY 

Jim, attached is a newspaper clip fr om today' s Post, 
that talks about cutting off research contracts to 
American University and George Washington University, 
on gr ounds that they failed to meet their ''numerical goals. 11 

Now, it seems t o me that a ''numerical goal' 1 is a quota and 
that their quotas are not legal under the Civil Rights Act 
of 1964. 

This relates to the earlier memo I sent you concerning 
HE"W' s trying to use contract compliance executive 
order to chop off research contracts. 

In this instance, they are trying to chop off a research 
contract to George Washington Medical Center from the 
National Heart and Lung Institute for research on the. 
relationship between cholesterol and heart attacks. ' 
That looks like pre~y imp~rtant research. 

Bang on HEW, Casper Weinberger, personally, with 
an action memo and tell them we want a status memo 
on what 1 s going on. 

The second item concerns a column by James J. Kilpatrick 
in today 1 s Washington Star. The bottom of the second 
column and the top of the third column points out that 
HEW prohibits the use of plastic liners in garbage cans 
in hospitals because of the fire hazard. At the same 
time, the Occupational Safety and Heal:th Administration 
of the Department of Labor says that waste baskets must 
have liners in order to avoid infecting hospital workers. 

Send another action memo to Cap Weinberger at HEW 
and to Secretary Dunlop at Labor and find out what the 
hell's going on. 

The President wants to know. , 
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., ~.-1 E~!O RA:'\D L\·1 

THE \\'HITE HOLSE 

WA SH !:-< GTO :"'· 

June 21~ 1975 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

JIM CANNON 
JIM LYNN 
JIM CONNOR / 

DICK CHENEY~ 
,. 
, . 

Last Sunday, J une 15, the Washington Post did a front 
page story to the effect that HEW was cutting off grants 
and contracts to a number of colleges and universities 
for failure to comply with requirements for equal 

-' opportunity in hiring. 

I have since received criticism from a number of different 
sources raising questions about HEW's actions. Supposedly, 
it's being done under an executive order~ issued several 
years ago, dealing with contract compliance by the Depart
ment of Labor. Allegedly, HEW is cutting off research 
contracts to the physics department if the history department, 
for example, is not in compliance with so-called ttnumerical 
goals. 11 They refrain from using the term ''quota 11 , but 
emphasize the term "numerical goals. 11 

Other criticisms include concern from Black colleges 
and universitites that they will lose their faculty if 
predominately white institutions are forced, as a matter 
of Federal government policy, to hire more minority 
professors. 

In addition, there are serious questions about the extent 
t o which faculties do discriminate against women. 

Bob Goldwin can give you some specifics on the arguments 
against HEW's actions. 

The President has raised the issue and wants a report 
as to what precisely HEW is doing, why they are doing 
it and what they expect the consequences are. We'd 
like t o get a report on this by Wednesday, June 25th. 
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Haiassment· -·of. hospitals 
-cOUld-prove·expensive '._" _ -- i 
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DAYTON. Ohio The Three years ago, the De- the bags out of the waste-

fede ral government's in- partment of. Health · Educa · baskets, he could be cited 

volve ment in health care tion and Welfa~e : got by the Occupational Safety 

gro ws larget: aU. tbe time, congressional approval for and Health Administration. 

and perhaps .1nevuably, the . its notion that JCAH ac- Under OSljA regulations, 

federal bureaucracy grows creditations should be the liners are required, lest 

along .with it U you happen __ ·validated That is, the hospital workers be infect, 

to be in the hospital busi· government's own inspec· ed by handling contaminat· 

ness, your life has become tors, applying their own' ed trash. An informal com· 

a n endless hassle". .~- · · :. :. criteria. _ should < check . promise was reached Dr. 1 

The Kettering Medical _around At random the oov· . Schaf~nei would take the 

C:enter. a teac¥ng institu- _· ernment selected {44 h;spi liners ou~ while the HEW in-~- • 

t wn wtth 409 oeds and a: ... tals for validation on. e of specters were on th. e sce11e. • I 
staff of 1,400, stands hand· . them.. was the Kettering . and put them back for the _ 

~omely in a parklike setting._Medical Center....: '.·~: ·:·_ .. , _; OSHA people. ''· ::--~·-~~-~-.~:~

JUSt south of Dayton. Com--;;~:.;~r-< • ,- . . _, __ ---· ,. ' ' 1· ·:.. In an effort to get along, _.. 

pleted 11 years ago, it is . a$-,.;. Last· september the 'val~ . . the Kettering has corrected -, 

modern an institution as : dators descended. Dr: M~ H . ... ~an~ of the suppose'! defi-. · 

o_ne could ask. By any ra- . Schaffner, Kettering's c1e~c1es. It would cost an 

ttbnal standard, it is com- president, still is shaken by . estimated $500,000 !O reme

plet~ly _safe But the Ketter- - the experience The survey- ~ dy _ever.Y compla10t . :I'he 

xng rs m deep trouble with ors praised the institution's cost ulnmately would ·fall 

the bureaucrats More than construction and mainte· on the-patients, who: would · · 

a hundred other hospitals, nance. but the team from be not one whit better off u: · 
in 35 states and the District HEW had its paperwork job , _the hospital fails to comply :.. 

of Columbia, are in the to do By applying its own : HEW couldcut off. its reim~ .. 

sam·e fix · standards, HEW compiled a: pbursement for MedU:are .. I 

. . _ . .. ... -- . , . _ .. bristling : ·statement of defi· and Medicaid patients. -: · · 1
1 

In the bureaucratic view. ciencies.·· The hospital was . ~ 

the situation is pure heav· ordered promptly to submit-: Of the 144 hospitals sub-

en. For the harassed hospi- a plan of correction. _. jected to validation inspec· ' 

tal administrators, the One complaint had to 'do tions, lOS lost their accred

situation is something else. with the hospital's airflow ited status In 16 states, 

In some fashion, the admin· system. It was immaterial every hospital failed to 
istrators must satisfy the to the HEW surveyors that qualify It is only a matter 

captious, conflicting, nit· the system was safe effi- of time, one may be certain, 

pic~ing, and sometimes cient and fully in co'mpli befor~ HEW propos~s.to ex· 

foohsh demands of compet· ance with state and local re· tend lts own regulaunns not 

ing agencies If. patients quirements Kettering•s merely to a random sample 

and taxpa yers truly bene- windows are kent locked_ of American hospitals, but 

fited from this rigamarole, a key is at every nurs in g to all ~ospitals throughout 

the multiplying rules. regu• . station-- for sound reasons the nation. . . . · 

la tions and inspections- ·. of patient security and air· What a dream! Thou· 

might be justified. No such· _flow · engineering. Never sands of inspectors! Tens ·of 

. benefits are app~t..·'· ':~;:.;:'.mind; said the bureaucrats.. , thol1Sand;s ~f clerical assist- · 

The Kettering's problems .:··Tbe fenestration mU.St ~ :- ants~ _Milhons of reports, 

are entirely -typical. At the~-redesigned and replaced so ; Sw-v_eys,__' st:udies, sum-· 

time it was built; the medi- .... tha~ windows may . be manes, nottces, letters, 

c al center complied fully . opened. If a sick or derano. documents! And when 

with the Ofiio building code; .:·ed patient"falls or jumps to ',:.:Va lidation '~ is added to 

the municipal iu-e code, the ·his death, too bad. . l ,...... . "utilization revjew!' and to 

Hill-Burton consfruction re-~ - ;·:'.;..:... · ~::-·:_: -= ~- . .. ·· .::~ :.--~ a mind-boggling survey: of 

quirements, and. the de- • A Hassle developed over the hour-by-hour activities 

mands of the underwriters..""" wastebaskets The valida· of hospital physicians, the 

The hospital was inspected tors said plastic liners were bureaucratic vision be

and accredited by the re- prohibited, lest a spark ig- comes apocalyptic In the 

spected Joint Commission nite a bag and create toxic end, every taxpayer, and 

on Accx:editation of Hospi- smoke Dr Schaf.ine.r said every patient, must pay the 

tals (JCAH~ . :.::_. ·plaintively .that if be took bill. _. . -" 

--~- --
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~HEW Reje~~ ~~·:_ . - ~ 
'fheir ~Imority · 
"-IirinP Plans ·. -

0 · ' · 1 .'. '·o' ~ 
~- . .... 

By Xoel Epstein -·· -=· 
Wasbl:u :.On Post Sb!! Wrltu 

Tbe federal government 
said yesterday that it has re-· 
~ected American · Universi· ' 
ty's plan for h iring and pro
moting women and minori
t ies and that a similar rejec- · 
tion will be sent to George 
\Yashington University next 
week. 

The action by the Health, 
Education and- Wel!are De- . 
partment's Oifice for Ch il 
Rights jeopardizes $2.4 mil-

. lion in federal- .- cont:racl3 
scheduled to be CQmmitted 
to the universities by the 
end of the fiscal year; Jlm~f 
30. ·- · 

At the same time, official.s 
said they are · · explo.riilg 
whether they can clear con
tracts of other C1:llleges and 
universities threatened with i 
a possible fund loss !because 1 
of a federal foul-up ·in Proc- ·, 

' essing their aifirmati.ve ·-ac- · 
· tion plans.- ·!- • •. :;1.:.;::~~-) ~, .. J~r ~ 

Repres·e~t~tives ,-·of' ab~'ut . 
: 10 'Universities meii~ ·y~ster- . 
:day with HEW· :secretary' 
' Caspar .w! Weinberger; - r.a..: · · 
bor Secretary Johlr Dnnlop . 

' and other official.s to seek· a .:·. 
'cornproniise· on tillS , and· 
: other aiiirmative i'~c~on·· .. ~- -
; sues. ·. . · ., · · ·:· · .. ,. ~:- · 

Af~r the "Iheeting." office 
· for Civil Rigb,u-U'trector Pe-
• ter E. Hoimes. said ibat i 

Weinberger and •. Dunlop ' 
"indic:1 ted that dliere · isl.a • 

- need to review th~ substaD·; 
tive r equirements of Deyart. 

· ment of Labor.-· rego~tion.s' 
on : aiflrmatlve:._: actiOn · ·~· 
they .apply_ to higher ed1;ea• 

· tion" in iel?-~ ~ ~r ! ;. ..;.! . ·-_. ·. 
.. It ;vas unclear ··whether 
American and George Wash-

' ington would l)eaffected by 
' this. Beeanse they-m being. 
:notified a! !laft':-m: :their• 

· · · pl..all~ ~"thii' 1:1IU, )llet wm' 
~not ha-le tl1e.!rol'1D.3l..ao -dan-" 
~o eoriec\. .de:flclen~ fWl:1d. · 
:in them··before'.'i:he~ el}d" ot-: 
• themonth.~-~ ::_;q_~w~~~c · .· 
~- Alli.erican~·- ·'lind } , George; 
: W<Uhington are ; amorig a • 
, .growing .list-~f'~~ that 
have r~~ orders-..r.eq.llir-1 

• ..ing:'theDl .·"to --.ei~. ~.ue· 
j-th~<~~,~~mm-. 
; p~~ 3how'1rbf~·. 
... mgs J.eadlna ;tb : withltcldmz 
cl their co~~ 
~ '-<7'1"' . r;...~· ·~·. r.:-·• :..c~-• ..,..<.. · . ..-e V':'&- . H &J< ,~ ~ 1 .i .. 'JII'.i-Ji.£ 
~ ; '!'he ·~ ·- ' · - tTl 
;~~-:~ 
~~,..:.:~*~~~ 
:~o~~-..._.,~.1.~.: 
·gnmDOW: . ,.';)f~~~ • .f!IA ;=:"'(,....._, , ... _., 
~~·~~_ e-::. . .. · ~~1 
i:raepue·"l: 7.li . ~-~ 
ltli~ . 'CU1~~:1. ~?"~ 
'om!! and-~'~1~1 
>foreiin. nilio~=~ ~-· -~· . ~- . . 
z~~ , .. " ....... '. 
t:J~~·-:J 

_ .... .,_ 
~,· 2 c· 0 lle aes' ',.- ·;: . . z:5 - ('- L• 

Hi~i~g::f££ins 
A~~ H.ei?·c-ted 

· . .:. ~~ .. ~ .. · .. - ,._ ... J 

~~JE~, ~o~ !31 =:. ·:.~ 
$1.4 million from the Na-· 
tional Hear(and Lung Insti
tute-is for a study employ-· 
ing 27 · researchers on the 
r elationship between choles
terol and heart attacks. 

Undel" a 1965 executive OI 

der and the · .Labor· Depart 
~ent regulatio·TUI · frowing 
out of it; the Office for {::ivil 
Rights must approve ·affirm· 
ati~e · action plans- pro-· 
gra m3 to recruit, hire . and 
promote women and minori
ties ·according to ' stated 
goals ·.. and .ti,metables-of 
any c~lleges ~d · universi· 
t ie:s rece'vin;~ ~egeral coO. 
tr c ot'$l nlillicin· Or .more. 

The regulations have been 
attacked in some academic 
quarter:s . as "quotas" that . 

· dis~te · agiun.st ,white 
male professors. '.:·~ . .-:. · · :. · 
. Women's groups.~ ·on .. the. 
~ther h'll.nd, have charged 
that women are . systemati~ 
call7 : . e<tcluded ·· from· to!) 
faculty -posts by su!!b.d~vices 
as the "old boy" network in 
which men favor ·' 'current 
and former colleagues. · 

!n its ·order to Americat 
University, the office saici 
that the school's "goal" Wa! 
to add 14 women a.nd 17 mi
nority group members to its 
teaching faculty between 
19'74 and 19'76.· ;-; 1.. _:...:. · 

The agency found, how· 
ever, _that AU's analysis of 
existing · campus Jobs for. 
women and minorities was 
inadequate and that it there.' 
fore couldn't judge "!"hether. 
this and other parts --of its 
plan would make up for past . 
shortcomings. . ;, : · ·c • 

It eould not be · learned 
Immediately what HEW ob. 
jected tO in George Wash· 
ington's plan, .. but the 
agency bas said the chiel de
fect in most rejected plans 
has been similarly . inade.. 
quate analysis of existing 
j-obs of women and minori
ties. ~ . .~!>~~· .. -fj .11:l- ; ~ ... ~ 
• The d-ril rights attlee said 

:yesterday, hbwever;:tbat two 
. more _iepoolf wli~ . plans 
btd been nj~.::....the Uni· 
versity of Texas at ~Dallas 
and the· U'nive.rstty n£ H.a
wail-:-have nowf' negptiated 
nf!"..f agreements with the 
government... ?' : \: ~· . .: •.-

· !t also said that: Harvard. 
Mlchlgan State -'and . Boston 

:umv~tr=-fia!e ·. ~ ·: 1'!!'
;nov~ frOm · the list Of . those 
n~~d~ :i.01r:-: ei:: 
ther De-causeiheir co~ta 
have .. tWped."QrlfAo t~ for 
under $1"" mnn~.1i~~u3e 
th~ m ~'tO Oli..Jwartred 
llei~~-ep~~ ~:I'/';· ~ 
r -Th• ~~cyrar· ~. 
lan.d ·I,.•,-remO'red . urller
-tbia lieek ·~~"":'.eontraet r 

trofii the NatiOnal Heart &nd. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

May 27, 1975 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM : JIM CANNON 

SUBJECT Title IX Regulation on Sex Discrimination 

At our recent meeting with Cap Weinberger on the Title IX 
regulation on sex discrimination, it was my impression 
that you concurred in all the recommendations made by 
your staff. I have just received a copy of the action 
memorandum, however, and you have indicated disagreement 
with certain of the recommendation contained therein. 

Specifically, you indicate disagreement with the 
recommendations that: 

1. Foreign-endowed scholarships be treated 
in the same manner as domestic-endowed 
scholarships. 

2. Recipient institutions be required to 
make periodic self-evaluations. 

3. The regulation be approved with the 
"old" enforcement provisions, pending 
adoption of the consolidated enforce
ment procedure. 

4. HEW be directed to submit the regulation 
to Congress under protest. 

These notations do not appear to be consistent with 
your earlier decisions as I understood them. I note 
that Cap concurred with your staff on all but one 
(number 3 above) recommendation. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

I recommend that you concur in all of the recommendations 
contained in my May 16th memo concerning Title IX. 

__ Agree __ Disagree 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

May 15, 1975 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

James M. Cannon~~ 
Final HEW Title IO:egulation on Sex Discrimination 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

As you know, Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 prohibits 
discrimination on the basis of sex in education programs or activities 
receiving Federal financial assistance. This law also directs all 
departments and agencies empowered to extend financial assistance to 
educational institutions to promulgate regulations implementing the non
discrimination requirement, and requires Presidential approval of any 
such regulation. 

Secretary Weinberger has formally submitted HEW's proposed regulation 
for implementing Title IX to you for approval. With your approval, the 
regulation would take effect July 15, 1975, and would apply generally to 
the 1975-76 school year. 

In his memorandum to you, attached at Tab A, the Secretary summarizes 
the background of the law and highlights the more controversial aspects of 
the Department's proposed regulation. An analysis of the entire regulation, 
with examples of its application, is attached at Tab B. 

The final regulation, which has been "leaked" to the media, has aroused 
considerable controversy. Women's groups have urged you to reject 
several of its provisions as being too weak. (A brief analysis of the views 
of these groups is at Tab C.) The NCAA, on the other hand, has urged your 
rejection of the portion of the regulation dealing with intercollegiate athletics, 
which they feel is too onerous. (An analysis of NCAA's position is at 
Tab D.) 

I believe that HEW has taken as even-handed an approach as possible to 
this regulation, with a few relatively minor exceptions . 

l. The regulation would exempt from the general prohibition 
against discrimination in the award of financial aid foreign
endowed scholarships, such as the Rhodes. 

/ 

" 
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This exemption is legally controversial and, in my view, 

unsound as a matter of policy. The same approach used 

for domestic sex-restricted scholarships, which is to pool 

them with all other available scholarship funds so that the 

scholarship program as a whole is administered in a non

discriminatory manner, should also cover foreign sex

restricted scholarships. 

I recommend, therefore, that the regulation be revised so as 

to treat domestic and foreign scholarship aid in the same 

manner. This would not prohibit a school from participating 

in administering the Rhodes; it would merely require it to 

provide similar financial aid to female students seeking to 

study abroad. 

The Department of Justice, the Counsel to the President and 

OMB concur in this recommendation. 

2. The regulation does not currently require recipient institutions 

to undertake periodic self- evaluations to ensure that their 

programs and activities do not inadvertently discriminate 

against women. Given the new thrust of the Department's 

enforcement effort (discussed below) and the importance of 

this particular issue to women's groups, I recommend that 

a self-evaluation requirement for recipient institutions be 

included in the regulation. 

The Couns el to the President concurs in this recommendation. 

3. The regulation does not now apply to admissions to professional 

programs within private undergraduate schools. Many, including 

the Department of Justice, OMB and numerous women's groups, 

believe that the regulation ought to apply to such programs. 

Since the statute is ambiguous in this regard, I believe that 

HEW, by adopting the more restrictive view, has acted reasonably. 

However, I do not endorse Cap's recommendation that you seek 

legislation resolving the issue in favor of the HEW regulation. 

It is one thing to adopt a narrow interpretation when faced with 

a vague statute; it is quite another to affirmatively advocate the 

narrow view. 
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I re c ommend that, in approving the regulation, you note 
the ambiguity and the need for narrow interpretation, and 
call upon the Congress to make clear its intent in this 
area. 

The Counsel to the President concurs in this recommendation. 

4. Cap has recommended that you direct the Domestic Council to 
convene HEvV, Labor and EEOC to work out a common approach 
to prohibiting discrimination on the basis of sex in pension 
programs. This is extremely important, and I strongly endorse 
the thrust of the recommendation. However, I do not believe 
that the Dom.estic Council should spearhead thee.ffort. The 
Equal Employment Opportunity Coordinating Council (EEOC C), 
consisting of representatives of Justice, Labor, EEOC, Civil 
Service and the Civil Rights Com1nission, is already working 
with HEW on this project. 

I recommend that you direct the EEOCC to continue its efforts 
and to make recommendations to you on this issue by October 15, 
1975. 

The Counsel to the President concurs in this recommendation. 

As a result of recent court action, a new issue -- one not addressed in 
Cap's February 28 memorandum -- has emerged in connection with the 
regulation. This issue is discussed in a more recent memorandum to you 
from Cap which is attached at Tab E. Basically, the situation is as follows: 

HEW's current regulations regarding enforcement of various civil rights 
statutes provide that HEW will make prompt investigation whenever a 
complaint indicates a possible civil rights violation. As a matter of fact, 
however, HEW does not investigate all, or even most, complaints it 
receives, because it does not have the staff or resources :to do so. Rather, 
the Department attempts to identify, on the basis of the complaints filed, 
egregious or systematic violators and to focus attention on them. Neverthe
less, the Title IX regulation originally submitted to you for approval 
contained this complaint-oriented enforcement requirement . 

In March of this year, the U. S. District Court for the District of Columbia 
declared that HE\V has a duty to commence prompt enforcement action upon 
all compla ints of racial discrimination in violation of Title VI of the Civil 
Rights Act (Adams v. Weinberger). The decision was based, in part, on the 
current HEW Title VI regulation. The effect of this holding, if not reversed, 
will be to require HEW to commit most of its Office for Civil Rights staff to 
investigation of the few complaints involved in the case, to the neglect of 
others . 
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Cap is concerned that, unless HE\V changes its enforcernent regulations 
to reflect the actual practice, the Department will become swamped with 
individual complaints which it will be unable to handle and will soon be 
unable to meet its overall responsibilities in protecting civil rights. 
Therefore, he has recommended that HEW develop and publish for comment 
a new, consolidated ci vil rights procedural regulations applicable to all of 
the Department's civil rights enforcement responsibilities. 

This is a good idea. The problem comes in coordinating the new, 
consolidated enforcement procedure with promulgation of the Title IX 
regulation. 

Cap has recommended that the enforcement provisions of the Title IX 
regulation reflect the new non-complaint-oriented posture of the Depart
ment. This recommendation is based primarily on the fact that the 
Department is currently being sued for failure to investigate several 
hundred complaints which have been filed under Title IX. Cap would like 
to avoid an Adams -like decision in this case, and he believes that promul
gating the Title IX regulation with the "new" language regarding enforce
ment will help in this regard. 

The Counsel to the President and OMB recommend that the Title IX 
regulation be submitted to Congress as originally submitted to you (with 
the "old" language regarding enforcement). They feel that inclusion of the 
"new" enforcement provisions in the Title IX regulation is inconsistent with 
simultaneous publication of the consolidated procedure for enforcement of 
all other civil rights statutes for comment. Moreover, since the consolidated 
procedure will no doubt be regarded as a weakening of the Federal role in 
civil rights enforcement, the surprise inclusion of its provisions in the 
final Title IX regulation, without an opportunity to comment thereon, will 
be deeply resented by women's groups. 

I tend to agree with Counsel's office and OMB, although I am sympathetic 
to Cap's predicament. I suggest you give special attention to this issue 
in your meeting with Cap. 

Finally, the Education Amendments of 1974 require regulations such as the 
Title IX regulation to lie 45 days before Congress before taking effect, 
during which time Con g ress may pass a concurrent resolution of disapproval 
to any portion thereof. The constitutionality of this requirement is under 
review by the Attorney General and the Counsel to the President. Pending 
the outcome of this review, the Attorney General, the Counsel to the 
President and HEW's General CoLms el have recommended that the Title IX 
regulation be submitted to Congress under protest, thereby preserving 
our legal options. 
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RECOMMENDATION 

I recommend that you: 

l. Approve the Title IX regulation as submitted, with the following 
changes: 

a) foreign- endowed scholarships will be treated in the same 
manner as domestic-endowed scholarships. 

Agr ee Disagree 

b) recipient institutions will be required to make periodic 
self-evaluations. 

Agree Disagr ee -----

c) with the "old" enforcement provisions, pending adoption of 
the consolidated procedure. 

Agree ____ _ Disagree 

2. Not submit legislation amending Title IX to conform to the 
regulation. 

Agree Disagree 

3. Direct the EEOCC to work with HEW to develop a single approach 
to the issue of p ension contributions and benefits and to report to 
you by October 15, 1975. 

Agree Disagree 

4 . Issue a statement with your approval, acknowledging the importance 
of the regulation to women, thanking HEW, calling upon the Congress 
to clarify its intent in several critical areas, and announcing your 
direction to EEOCC. 

Agree Disagree 

5. Direct HEW to submit the regulation to Congress under protest. 

Agr ee Disagree 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

May 22, 1975 

~ 

v?)~ 
~w 

ADMINISTRATIVELY CONFIDENTIAL 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

JIM CANNON 

JERRY H.~ 
Title IX Regulation on 
Sex Discrimination 

Your memorandum to the President of May 21 on the above subject 

has been reviewed and your recommendation -- approve the Title IX 

regulation with the 11old 11 enforcement provisions, pending adoption 

of the consolidated procedure applicable to all HEW civil rights 

programs --was approved. 

Please follow-up with the appropriate action. 

Thank you. 

cc: Don R umsfeld 

~OR~ 
~ 1'_, 

~~. :-)· 
«:" ~ 

"' .:0 

~o? jl '~ 



94TH CONGRESS H R 8395 1sT SEssroN 

• • 

IN THE IIOUSE OF RT£PRESRNTATIVES 

,J "(' LY 8, 1975 

Mr. O'HARA (for himself, Mr. Srl\fox, )Jr. MoTTr,, 1\Ir. HALL, Mr. Qum, Mr. 
EnLEXBOR~' , :Mr. Esc1r, Mr. EsJILEMAK, Mr. BrcnANAN, Mrs. Sl\uTn of 
K ebraska, and Mr. BrAGGT) introclncrd thr folhnYing bill; which was 
rr fenecl to the Committee on Education and Labor 

A BILL 
To amend title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, and 

for other purposes. 

1 B e it enacted by the Senate and II ouse of Representa-

2 tivcs of the United States of America in Congress assembled, 

3 rrhat title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 is 

4 mucnclccl hy adding at tho end thereof new sections as fol-

5 lows: 

6 "ATIU.;ETICS 

7 "SBc. 908. The proYisions of this title shall not apply to 

8 tho expenditure of rcYennes dcriYccl from a particular sport 

9 or team, to the extent such reYennes are deYotcd to the sup-

I 
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1 port and maintenance (including ~indrn t scholarslJi ps and 

2 gmnis-·in-aid) of iha t sport or team. 

3 "PIIYSICAI~ EDUCATION 

'1 "SEc. 808. l\ othing in this title shall ho construed to 

;) prohibit separation of students by sex. in physical oclncation 

G classrs condncted hy n rec:ipient institution if eqnal f,1rilities, 

7 instruction, c<rnipment, mul (taking into arconnt student in-

8 trrcst) equal opportnni ty for instrnction and pa rti eipa ti on 

9 are provided for stndcnts of each sex..". 



94TH CONGRESS 
1ST SESSION H. R. 8395 

A BILL 
To amend title IX of the Education Amend

ments of 1972, and for other purposes. 

By Mr. O "HARA, Mr. SnroN, Mr. MoTTL, Mr. 
HALL, Mr. Qun, Mr. ERLEXBORN, 1\Ir. EscH, 
:Mr. EsHLEJVIAK, Mr. BucHANAN, Mrs. 

SJVIITH of Nebraska, and Mr. BIAGGI 

J ULY 8,1975 
Heferred to t11e Committee on Education ancl Lauor 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

July 17, 1975 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Jim Cannon 

FROM: Dick Parsons~. 
SUBJECT: Title IX and Intercollegiate Sports 

You requested my thoughts regarding the appropriateness of a meeting be~~een the President and Republican leaders on 
the HEW Title IX Regulation, particularly as it affects 
intercollegiate sports programs. 

White it is certainly late in the game for such a meeting 
(the Regulation will become effective on Monday, July 21), such a meeting could serve the following purposes: 

l. The President could communicate to Senators 
Griffin and Bartlett that, in follow-up to 
their earlier meeting, we have re-examined 
the sports issue and determined that the 
Regulation is consistent with, and required 
by, rr=.ue IX; and 

2 . The P="esident could point out that the problem 
is ~result of application of the law to 
rev~producing sports, particularly football 
and basketball. If the President is inclined to 
do 50, he could indicate his support for a 
statutory exemption for revenue-producing sports. 
[~ote, h owever, that this question has not been 
staffed.] 

cc: Original to Rumsfeld w/JMC written cover note. 
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THE W HI T E HOUS ~ 

WASHINGTON 

Jul y 17 , 1 9 75 

MEMORANDUM FO~ ROD HILLS 

FROM : JIM 

SUBJECT Title IX and Intercollegiate Sports 

In light o£ o ur discussion at the 8:00 a.m. staff 
meeting, I would appreciate having a brief summary of 
your differences with HEW on the Title IX Regulation 
as it a pplies and may be applied to intercollegiate 
sports. 

Cou ld y ou also note how y ou would propose that Paragragh C 
of Se ction 86.37 and Paragraphs A,B, and C of Section 86. 41 
o f the Regulation be changed to reflect the law that Congress 
pas s ed? 

I would ap~=2ciate y our comments as quick l y as possible. 
We m2y h a v e ~he meeting tomorrow. 

c c : Dick Parsons 
~ 'J l ,.; 

. --· ~-- ___ ...,-; .. 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

·wA SH INGTON 

July 18, 1975 

{ 
HEMORANDUM FOR TR:S ~~~~ 
FROM: .:-·\1 C~~ON~ 
SUBJECT: ?resident's Comments on Title IX 

He wants a letter to go up on MOnday with these elements: 

l. After look ing at the debate on Title IX and 
the law, it is clear that it was the intent 

2. 

of Congress under any reason of interpretation to include athletics. 

He thinks there are some unique situations, 
especially in the sports of college football, which requires special considerations in the 
applic~~on of Title IX. He could endorse some 
conce~~ ~hat relieve s that situation (avoid 
wentic~ cf Tower or O'Hara). He believes that 
Congre~ should hold hearings promptly and consid9r ~ athlet i c situation in colleges, in
cludi~~ :;etting the solid information out on the 
ta~l= ~=~t what co llege s are now spending on 
we~ =~~s and women sports. 

I~ ~= ~=~ntime, the AQministration will do what 
i~ =~= ~=~er the law to establish guidelines to 
?r=~~~ve Lhe broadest possible intercollegiate 
a~~:e~ic programs . 

~L so=e ~ci=~ in t~e letter , possibly the beginning, the 
?reside~~ wc=ld wa=t to remind the addressees about long a=d ex~e~si-e process o f heari~gs that was involved in the ~=af~i=~ c== ?abli=a~ion of L~e regulations. 

:-:::e le::.~er s::::J-~lc :;:::; to the =~air:nen of the appropriate 
:=:-:::~.:se c.=C. ::==--=~= c:::::::-.:::i tte es, wi ::.~ copies to the ranking :::.:..__-: c ::- =- -:.-.7 ::~ ==--= ~= -a 
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NOTE: John Rhinelander from HEW said the guidelines could be available in three weeks. 

NOTE: The press plan should be to send a letter up on Monday, make it public on Tuesday, and have Cap brief the press and answer questions . 

cc: Jim Cavanaugh 
Dick Parsons 

I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
! 

I 
l 
~ 



I. PURPOSE 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

July 18, 1975 

MEETING ON TITLE IX 

Friday, July 18, 1975 
2:00p.m. (30 minutes) 
The Oval Office r 1 
From: Jim Canno~ 

u I. 

To review the current status of where we are on 
Title IX and the Congressional review of HEW's 
proposed regulations. 

II. BACKGROUND, PARTICIPANTS AND PRESS PLAN 

A. Background: This is one in a series of recent 
meetings you have had on Title IX. 

B. Participants: 

Jim Lynn, Phil Buchen, Jack Marsh, Max 
Friedersdorf, Jim Cannon and Dick Parsons. 
(Secretary Weinberger is in Salt Lake City, 
and will be unable to attend.) 

C. Press Plan: To be handled as a staff meeting. 

III. AGENDA 

1. Can the regulations currently before the 
Congress be amended by executive action to 
accommodate the athletic coaches ' concerns , 
and with what result? 

2. Does the O'Hara bill constitute a viable 
approach to the probl em? 

3. What other options, if any , are there? 

NOTE: A paper with further information is attached. 

; 

""' 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

_July 18, 1975 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: Jim Cannon 

SUBJECT: Title IX and Intercollegiate Sports 

This memorandum sets forth your options regarding application 
of HEW's Title IX Regulation to intercollegiate sports pro
grams. 

Option 1. Amend the Regulation so as to Exempt from Coverag e 
Intercollegiate Sports. 

The Regulation could be amended either to exempt inte rcolleg i ate 
sports altogether or simply to exempt sports-generate d reve nues 
from allocation in accordance with requirements of the Regul a tion. 
To do this, the Secretary of HEW could either withdraw the 
Regulation currently before Congress, amend it and r e submi-t it, 
or allow the Regulation currently before Congress to become 
effective and submit a specific amendment thereto. 

There are two major problems with this approach: 

G It is highly visible, and places the President out in 
front on an issue which is very sensitive with women' s 
groups. The great likelihood is that we would displease 
many more people than we would please . 

e Counsel generally agree that, as a matter of law, Titl e I X 
covers intercollegiate sports. There fore, ame ndment of 
the Regulation to exempt intercollegiate sports , or even 
revenue-producing sports , would only e ngender litigation , 
the result of which would probably b e judici al imposition 
and administration of the Regulation with res pec t to 
college sports programs . 

Option 2. Support Legislation Exe mpting Revenue-Produc in g Spurts 
from Coverage under the Law. ------

Representative James O'Ilara has introduced il. bill wh ich wou ld , l n 
part, amend Title IX as follows: 
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"The provisions of this title shall not apply 
to the expenditure of revenues derived from a 
particular sport or team, to the extent such 
revenues are devoted to the support and main
tenance (including student scholarships and 
grants-in-aid) of that sport or team." 

As you know, the college football coaches believe that this kind of exemption is essential to the continuation of intercollegiate sports programs. They point out that most college spor ts p r ograms are funded out of the revenues generated by one or two sports, usually football and/or basketball. These revenue-producing sports must, they argue, have a superior right to a vailable funds, since, without them, a school's entire athletic program is jeopardized. 

On the othe r hand, many, including Cap Weinberger, believe that the level of competition in intercollegiate sports can remain sufficiently high to attract fans and produce revenue, even if l ess is spent on men's programs and more is spent on women's programs. They argue that exemption of revenue-producing sports from Title IX will merely perpetuate a discriminatory system under which colleges and universities spend millions on men's p r ograms and only a few thousands on sports programs for women. Final ly, some argue that the approach embodied in the O'Hara bil l would be held unconstitutional under the Fourteenth Amendme nt . 

Your support of the O'Hara bill (or some similar bill) would, I am informed, greatly facilitate its passage. 

If yo ur d e si r e is to make certain that the level and quality of i n tercollegia te sports programs will not be adversely affected by Title IX, this would appear to be the more promising approach. 

~~pt~on____l. Ma intain Current Position. 

Of c o urs e , yo u always have the option of mai~ning your current pos ition, wh ich, in this case, may be the mo~f~~olitically desirable. 

Atta c h e d for f urther reference are: a copy of the O'Hara bill (Tnb A); and a copy of a memorandum on this subject from Rod Hills ( T.:>b B ). 
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for other purposes. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

July 17, 1 9 7 5 

MEMORANDUM FOR: JAMES CAI\TNON 

FROM: RODERICK HILLS 1<. l~ . 
SUBJECT: Title IX and Int e rcollegiate Sports 

I did not propose any changes in the regulation. 

that we closely monitor the HEW implementation 

it applies particularly to athletic scholarships. 

I propose, however, 
of the regulation as 

The focus at HEW, at least at the lower level s, is on a supposed ne ed 

to equalize financial support being given to women involved in athleti c 

activity with that given to men. Given that focus, HEW understandably 

has established a quota system which would allot scholarships to wornen 

on a ratio of the number of women "interested" in intercollegiate 

activities to the number of n1en so "interested . rr 

I would change the focus. The issue as I see it is whether the 

university in question is making the same effort to prov id e athletic 

activity for women as it is making for ·men. There is no reasonable 

possibility and, indeed, there is no reasonable desirability of creating 

an intercollegiate sports activity comparable to NCAA football. 

Accordingly, no school should be penalized for failing to do so . 

However, a school should be r equired to encourage intercollegiate 

activities for women where feasible. Thus, tennis, swimming and 

track, as examples , are areas where a school should n1.ake reasonable 

efforts to pro·mote women's competition. 

The regulations should be interpreted as requiring a school to de scribe 

its entire athletic prog r an< for wom e n, to con1pare it to men, and to 

develop an affirmative action program to inc r ca s e women 1 s acti. vi tie s . 

Relevant criteria would be: 

l. The caliber of coaches (i.nclucling the sa lari c:~; paid). 

2 . The quality of facilities . 
3. The furni shing of uniform s . 

4 . The availability of alhlct i. c scholarship s . 
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If a school has scholarships for a men 1 s tennis team and an active 

intercollegiate termi s competition , there obviously should be an 

affirmative a ction program to pro1note the same type of program 

for women. If five scholarships are 1nade available to the 1nen 1 s 

tennis te arn. to recruit top ranked talent, then a comparable number 

of scholar ships should be available to attract top ranl-;:e d w omen. 

Indeed, an affirmative action progra·m for a given sport might cost 

more nlOney to be spent initially on a women's sport than on a men 1 s 

sport of the same n a ture that is well established. 

Practically speaking, my s ug[_';e stion is that an HEW audit tea·m 

evaluate the overall spor ts progran1 for men against the existing 

overall sport progr arn for wornen plus the affirmative action program. 

A detern1ina tion of \\'hether a given school is in cornpliance or not 

would require findings as to what a school is or is not doing for 

women that it could reasonably do. 

My complaint about the present posture of HEW is with the effort 

to provide equality in a num.ber of relatively unimportant details, 

such as athletic scholarship~:; , rather than looking to the overall 

question of relative equality· of opportunity in athletic activity . 

More specifically, the issue should not be whether as rn.any women 

as men get athletic scholar ships , but whether the athletic oppor

tunities as a whole are roug h l y coinparable for men and \VO ~men. 
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July 17, 1975 

ROD HILLS 

JE-1· C;0i'i0*~ 
"-/ 

~itle IX ar-d I~t~r~ollegiate S~orts 

In light o£ a~ dis~ussiou at the 8:00 a.~- sta££ 
m.~eting, :::::. .;.;auld a~?recia:te ha•ring a brie£ . su..."'1!llary of 
your di.:=fe-==.:::~es. •tii th EZ~~ on the- Title IX Regula t.ion 
as it ap?i~=s w~d way be applied to L~tercollegiate 
sports. 

Could you also note hm., you would propose: that Paragrag~""l C __ _ 
of Section 85.37 and Paragraphs A,B, and C of Section 86.4l 
of the Regulation be ch~ged to reflect ~~e law that Congress~ 

_p a ssed? 
· -··=· 

I · r,~ould. 2.::r:::=2.cia te . \lO~ c:J~_:D.e~ts as quic~<ly as . possible_ 
~'ie aa•r h2.~ ~--2 8ee -:-..r~g :::o=:ro ?::=a~,J. 

.· 

cc: D~c~ ?arsa~s 
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THE 'NHITE HOUSE ACTION 
WAS H IN G T ON 

July 21, 1975 

MEMORANDUM ?0~ THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: JIM CANNON 

SUBJECT: Title IX Regulation 

In response to your request at Friday's meeting, 
attached are letters for you to send to Senator 
Williams and Representative Perkins regarding 
the Title IX Regulation. 

The letters have been reviewed by Jim Lynn, Jack 
Marsh, Max F~~edersdorf, Phil Buchen, and Pat Lindh. 
Paul Theis ~~3 approved the text. 

?2C:CY~~)I~~ .. ~=·~1 
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THE WHITE HOt:SE 

WASHl~GTO:-.; 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

The Congress, in e~acting Title IX of the Education 
Amendments of 1972, established a broad statutory 
prohibition aga~s~ sex discrimination in any 
education progr~ or activity receiving Federal 
financial assis..:...-"'....,ce. The Regulation issued · by 
the Department o= Health, Education, and Welfare 
as required by Title IX became effective today. 

As you know, the Department spent almost three 
years in developing this Regulation. I personally 
reviewed it with Secretary Weinberger and received 
advice from the Department of Justice before 
approving it, as required by law. Further, the 
Department transmitted the Regulation to the 
Congress 45 days prior to its effective date, 
affording the Congress the opportunity to consider 
whether it was co~istent with Congressional 
enactments. Conq=ess acquiesced in the Regulation 
as snrmitted. 

The e=~e~ of : · ~ ?-egulation on intercollegiate 
a~c o~e~ athle~= activities has drawn more 
p~~~c cc~ent - ~has any o~~er aspect. Many 
be~eve ~2at ~= ~egulation should not apply to 
in~er=~llegie~2 ~~letic activities. I am 
ad~is~, ~c~ery-==~ ~~at L~is would not be consistent 
wi~ ~e laN ~~~ Congress passed. 

I ~elie'7e ~::at -che ::<.egulation ~..;hich the Depart."nent 
cevelopeG. a~d which I approved is a reasonable 
i2plemen~a~i~n of t2e statute. !t requires equal 
opportu~ities in at~letic activities for men and 
women, i::n.:t i~ permits individ;::.al schools 
considerable flexibi~ty in a~~ieving equality 
of opportlli>l-cy. Moreover, L~e adjustment period 
of up to three years, which ~plies to secondary 
a~d postsecondary a~etic programs, should ease 
~~e diffic~lties o£ t=ansitic~. 

I ~~ conce~ee, hakever, wi~~ allegations that 
tee Ti~le :x :.~_:~ion will destroy 
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intercollegiate activities. I am advised that 
Representative O'Hara has introduced a bill which 
would amend the statute to exempt from coverage 
certain intercollegiate activities, and that 
hearings will be held on ~~is measure in early 
September. I welcome Congressional hearings on 
this matter. 

Athletics are ~~ ~2tegral part of the American 
education process at the pr~~ary, secondary and 
postsecondary levels. Unfortunately, the 
hearings and fleer debates which preceded 
enacL~ent of Ti~e IX did not provide specific 
guidance on t2e application of the principle of 
equal opportunity to athletic programs. Further 
Congressional ~ea=ings should provide a sound 
approach to compiling a complete and up-to-date 
record of the revenues and expenses of athletic 
programs, and b~e availability of athletic 
scholarships or grants-in-aid. If these hearings 
suggest better approaches to achieving equal 
opportunity in a~~letic programs, I would 
support perfecti~g legislation and appropriate 
adjusD~ents to t2e Regulation. 

In~~= inter~mr -~~y of ~~e questions-and 
~;scoLceptior~ ===ce~ing application of the 
Re-:;-.:..2..2:::io::. to =~tics may be answered or 
c~~~=:..ec. I 2=~ i~structed Secretary 
~'iei~e::::-:;er -to :.~ guideli:1es so they will be 
av:=:.:~:e be=~= -~e begir~ing of the school year. 
The ~~~eli~es ;~s~ld clarify many erroneous 
~-?ress~ons c= ~~= effect of ~he Regulation on 
a~~l=~~cs w~:e Cc2g=ess gives this matter its . - - . - - . . . ~ ll cc~s~~==ec :~c~en~ cur1ng L~e ra • 

Sincerely, 

The Honorable Carl ~- Perkins 
c::::airwa:-1 
Cc=mit~ee c~ ~~~s=~ion and Labor 
u.:::. 2c:c:..se == ?.e:;:::-esentatives 
Was::-....i.::g::c::, =-·=· 20515 
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